
Waterbeach Parish Council 
Council meeting 2 October 

 
18/108a -  Clerk’s report 
 

Bannold Road issues  

No reply yet from Stephen Kelly at SCDC regarding a proposed meeting with the Enforcement team. I 

will try to find time to collate any incoming emails I have had over recent months but if anyone has 

already compiled a log please let me know so I can avoid unnecessary work.  

CCLA account 

Our new account has now been set up and the receipt of the S106 monies we transferred in from 

Unity Trust Bank has been confirmed up. 

Precept 

As you’ll see from the Payments and receipts paper, SCDC have sent out the second half of this 

year’s precept payment. I expect in another month or so SCDC will start the process to consult with 

us on next year’s precept – this is usually then discussed around the turn of the year and into 

January. With the new occupations on Bannold Road the housing basis on which calculations are 

made should show in increase in dwellings this time round.    

Matters Arising leading to Judicial Review 

I have formally written to CAPALC’s advisers – response awaited.  

Land Registry issues 

a. Cemetery Extension -  The legal work to register the extension is complete and I have the 

legal documentation. I have asked our legal advisors to now range for the resignation of the 

existing area which has never been registered before. 

b. Lane from Cambridge Road to the Recreation Ground. Following definitive advice from 

Highways that they are not responsible for any of this lane I have obtained documents from 

the Land registry confirming that the lane is owned by the Parish Council. As I see it this means 

it is up to the PC to determine (and fund) what works are appropriate on it.  

SCDC Community Forum 

At this weeks’ Forum it was announced that the next one is planned for 9 January 2018. Education 

and transport will be on the agenda.  

Wordpress Training 

Unfortunately the evening class at Hills Road was cancelled the week prior to its commencement 

owing to tutor unavailability. Michael has kindly agreed to come and show Belinda and I the basics. I 

hope it won’t delay a move over to the new website too much, but it is important we know what we 

need to do to make it work correctly.   

  Water Fountains 

I haven’t get got 3 quotes in for a new water fountain – I’ll report back once I have done so.  



 

Meetings and events this month  

Monday 8 October – SCDC drop in session re the SPD. WPC to be represented to listen to residents’ 

views too. 

Tuesday 9 October – Neighbourhood Plan working group 

Mon 15 October – start of a consultation on a Greenway for Waterbeach Greenways (Greater 

Cambridge Partnership - 6 week consultation) 

Mon 15/Tues 16 October – Rosemary Road resurfacing 

Wednesday 17 October – Finance committee proposed date 

Tuesday 23 October – suggested date for additional Council meeting to discuss SPD response 

 Friday 26 October – 5pm closure of consultation on the Supplementary Planning document 

Friday 26 October – closure of the consultation on improvements to Milton Road Cambridge 

TBC – Greenway drop in event in Waterbeach (there will also be a drop-in session in Milton) 

 

 

 


